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Access   Visibility   Control   

Connecting all parties globally 
promotes and streamlines 
collaboration. Quickly provide 
secure access to internal and 
external users – incorporating all 
stakeholders into key processes  
and enabling greater visibility,  
and control. 

In any regulated environment, it  
is critical to know what content 
exists, what state it is in, and 
where it is used. Vault’s real-time 
reporting and dashboards empower 
managers with information for faster 
decision-making to help identify  
and remedy process bottlenecks, 
track progress, and gain visibility 
into readiness.

Veeva Vault simplifies compliance 
by providing the functionality you 
need with unparalleled ease-of-use. 
Easily gain control over document 
and data processes with capabilities 
such as versioning, e-signatures, 
and controlled workflows. Vault also 
automates manual steps and keeps 
collaborators on-task to improve 
efficiency.

Always Current, Constantly Innovating

Veeva Vault is a cloud-based content management platform and suite of  applications  

that provides life sciences companies a single source of  truth to reduce complexity and 

increase business agility. Veeva Vault not only manages regulated documents, but also 

tracks critical information from product development to commercialization. Managing this 

unique combination of  documents and data, organizations improve efficiency and gain 

deeper insight.
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Vault CTMS
Accelerate trials with more informed decisions.
Vault CTMS is the only true cloud application that unifies information, 
documentation, and processes globally to provide real-time insight into 
the status of  clinical trials across the development portfolio. Sponsors, 
CROs, and investigators leverage a single source of  clinical master 
data, ensuring high quality, accurate data across clinical sites.

Vault eTMF
Enable real-time inspection readiness, visibility, and control. 
Vault eTMF provides real-time inspection-readiness, full visibility into 
TMF status, and access for all study partners. Sponsors get the clarity 
they need to oversee trials more effectively. CROs gain the flexibility  
and control required to operationalize their SOPs and efficiently 
populate the eTMF. Auditors get easy online access with a dedicated 
role. And sites receive a simple and efficient means to interact with 
CROs and sponsors.

Vault Study Startup
Accelerate time to site activation.
Vault Study Startup connects global team and enables best practices 
for managing country and site startup processes. Content-intensive 
startup processes and milestone maintenance activities are managed 
in a single system, providing unparalleled insight and efficiency.

Vault QMS
Modernize quality management and incorporate partners. 
Vault QMS provides global management of  quality processes – for 
internal and external parties – enabling end-to-end control and visibility. 
Easily support proactive management initiatives, deviations, audits, 
complaints, lab investigations, change control, and CAPA processes,  
or configure your own.

Vault QualityDocs
Gain control of GxP content for easier compliance.
Vault QualityDocs simplifies management of  quality, manufacturing, 
validation, and other GxP documents. Internal and external users 
collaborate real-tme without downloading documents, and gain visibility 
into document workflows and read and understood tasks to mitigate risk.

Vault Registrations
Improve data quality and decision making.
Vault Registrations is a global application for tracking product 
registrations and managing health authority interactions. Make better 
informed decisions and respond faster to health authorities based on 
Vault Registrations’ real-time visibility and actionable insights. 

Vault Submissions
Efficient authoring and assembly drive faster submissions. 
Vault Submissions unites contributors, partners, and affiliates in the 
cloud with a single destination for regulatory documents. Create global 
and regional submission dossiers to harmonize the planning process 
and provide real-time visibility into submission readiness. 

Vault SubmissionsArchive
Easily access a complete history of regulated submissions. 
Vault SubmissionsArchive is an authoritative source for submission  
and correspondence that enables faster, more accurate interactions 
with health authorities around the world. Find the right documents 
quickly leveraging dynamic access control, powerful search, and  
an integrated viewer. 

Single source of truth for all medical communications.
Vault MedComms provides an efficient way to manage global  
medical communication content. A common repository supports  
easy collaboration and version control, and an open API allows 
integration and accurate fulfillment across all communication  
channels and geographies.

End-to-end solution for promotional material management.
Vault PromoMats ensures faster time-to-market and compliance 
from creation to distribution. It supports easy internal and external 
collaboration, a built-in digital asset library, MLR review, and single- 
click multichannel distribution and withdrawal with actionable insight  
to remove bottlenecks at every stage.

Vault Applications

Proven platform for regulated content and data management. 
Veeva Vault is the first cloud platform built from the ground up to meet the rigorous content management requirements of  the life sciences industry. 

Uniquely designed for both content and data on a single platform, organizations can quickly configure a new business solution or use the Vault 
applications to manage end-to-end processes and associated content. The Vault Platform leverages the latest in cloud technology, and is delivered 
and accessed through the web for greater ease-of-use. Hosted at SOC I Type II and ISO 27001 certified global data centers, every release is IQ  
and OQ qualified reducing the validation effort.

With a modern user experience and cloud pace of  innovation, Vault Platform is the next generation of  regulated content and data management. 
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